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A MAXIMUM ENTROPY APPROACH TO CORONARY OISEASE
OIAGNOSTIC USING STRESS TEST ANO ST SEGMENT OEPRESSION

H. Palacios Fagerstrõm, O. Rodriguez Schulz1

ABSTRACT -- The proper management of entropy, or average
information content, can be used for increasing the
power of a testo In this paper the ST segment depression
of the e1ectrocardiogram, associated to stress test, is
used as an information source in an approach to determine
the probabi1ity of coronary disease. After determining a
noisy channe1 entropy equation, expressed in medica1
terminology, it can be conc1uded that the simp1e ON/OFF, 1
mm standard medica1 criteria can get on1y the 60\ of the
easi1y avai1ab1e information contents of the testo In
order to get the remaining information, a q ary criteria
shou1d be used, with q=4, q=7 or q=13, instead of the q=2
standard binary criteria. The importance of this approach
resides in the fact that in severa1 cases a more invo1ved,
invasive, risky and high cost test, 1ike coronary
angiography, can be avoided and, in general terms, a
better information about coronary disease can be obtained.
The above criteria has been va1idated in more than 110
cases.

INTROPUCTION

Non invasive diagnostics have been increasing their
popu1arity during 1ast years and they ~e unanimous1y considered
as the most desirab1e way to get a diagnostic [Patterson, 1984);
unfortunate1y the information contents of severa1 non invasive
tests are rather 1imited and often it is unavoidab1e to continue
with invasive but more powerfu1 testo Neverthe1ess, lf a medica1
test is considered as an experiment, dedicated to increase the
information about some subject, then it is possib1e to obtain a
mathematica1 maximum for the entropy and, surprising1y, in
severa1 cases the standard procedurefor the test is not the best
for getting a11 the ava11ab1e 1nformation. In the ST segment
depression, associated to stress test, the above mentioned
concepts are fu11y app1icab1e.

CQNCEPTUAL BASIS

The maximum entropy approach 1s inserted in the
fo11owing sequence of events,

f1rst, there must be a subject whose actua1 state is unknown
and an a-priori probabi1ity of any of the possib1e states of
the subject 1s known.
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- second, to increase the information about the state of the
subiect, a sequence of experiments must be accomplished~ where
each experiment must increase the initial knowledge.

- third, when alI the information, the inltial and the
contributions of alI the experiments, is equal to or greater
than the initial uncertainty, this latter is elucldated and
the state of the subiect is known.

- The maxlmum
experiment,
about the
experiments

entropy approach is simply to make
or test, glves the maximum possible

state of the subiect, in which case the
is a minimum.

that each
lnformation

number" of

The above mentioned concepts can be applled to ST
segment depression, STD, In the followlng way,cororiary
disease can be consldered a q-ary subiect, with q posslble
states or degrees of illness; the standard medicaI crIteria
consider coronary disease as a binary subiect, the disease
exists when at least one of the four maior coronary arterIes
is obstructed in at least 50\; the other state is the
complement of the just mentioned case IDiamond, 19791.

The ST segment depression can also be considered as a
q-ary subject, a response of coronary disease induced by the
stress test experiment; in this case, as in the above mentioned,
also the standard medicaI practice is binary, equal or greater
than 1 mm, 0.1 mV, means positive result and less than 1 mm is
negative. As will be seen soon a much better criteria is
obtained when q = 4, q = 7 or q = 13, where near 70\ of more
information is obtained over the same testo

It is possible to increase q to a larger number, say
q = 25, but there are three reasons for not to do so, the first
is the lack of reliable statistical data relating ST segment
depression and coronary angiography, being the latter a perfect
reference for the former; the second reason is the saturation of
the information contents vis q, so perhaps q = 13 is the best
cost/performance trade off; the third is that a resolution of
0.025 mV is a prac~cal limit for a standard electroc~rdiograph

even if double sensibility is used.

MATHEMATICAL ANO STATISTICAL BASIS

A noisy channel entropy equation,
source, is binary and j, the destination, is q
determined as follows IShannon, 19481

where
ary,

i,
can

the
be

H I: I: p(i, i) 19
p ( i, j )

p( i )p( i)
(1)

H Entropy; i states of source;
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states of destination; 19 " 1092'

Introducing Bayes' rules

p(i,j) = p{j) p(i/j) = p(i) p(j/i) (2 )

And reordering, the classical i-ary source j-ary
destination noisy channel entropy can be obtained.

H = - E p(i)lg p(i) + E p(j) (E p(i/j)lg p(i/j)} (3)
i j i

If the following relations áre introduced in (3)

.p(j) = E p(i) p(j/i) (1)

p( i/j) p(i) p(j/i) ( 5)

And renaming i, the source, as the binary variable E,
coronary disease, where E+ is the assertion and E- the negation,
and also renaming j as Dq, diagnostic, being Dq a q-ary variable,
where q can be 2, 4, 7, 13 and some other discrete values, a
final expression for entropy can be obtained.

H - ( p(E+) 19 p(E+) + p(E-) 19 p(E-) }

+ E p(E+) p(Dq/E+) 19 p(E+) p(Dq/E+)
q

+ p(E-) p(Dq/E-) 19 p(E-) p(Dq/E-)

- [ p(E+) p(Dq/E+) + p(E-) p(Dq/E-)] *
19 [ p(E+) p(Dq/E+) + p(E-) p(Dq/E-)

E+ coronary disease, E- non coronary disease.

(6 )

This equation represent the noisy channel binary
source q-ary destination mentioned above. The first row is
directly related to the a-priori information contents, prevalence
in medicaI terms. The second and following rows are related to
the result of the actual experiment or testo

The statistical data available follows; the coronary
angiography has been considered as a reference i.e. maximal
information testo

1. Prevalence Pain Symptom

Typical angina
Atypical angina
Non anginal pain
No pain
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0.899
0.534
0.190
0.065

P..ill.=l.

0.101
0.466
0.810
0.935



Averages valid for men from 40 to 60 years old
[Patterson, 19841.

2. Conditional probabilities 9 13

*p(Dg/E+) p(Dg/E-) STD- ~ mm

.930 .535 0.25

.875 .375 0.50

.784 .239 0.75

.649 .148 1. 00

.515 .091 1. 25

.416 .038 1. 50

.376 .019 1. 75

.328 .017 2.00

.245 .012 2.25

.125 .005 2.50

.131 .004 2.75

.050 .003 3.00

* STD: ST Segment depression, equal ar greater than the
value indicated, in millimeters.

From this table, any q less than 13 table can be
obtained. As an examp1e, q = 7 conditional probabi1ity tab1e
follows.

3. Conditional probabilities 9 7

p(Dg/E+) p(Dg/E-) ~ mm

.875 .375 0.5

.649 .148 1.0

.416 .038 1.5

.328 .017 2.0

.195 .005 2.5

.050' .003 3.0

4. Conditional probabilities 9 = 4

p(Dg/E+) p(Dg/E-) ~ mm

.649 .148 1.0

.328 .017 2.0

.050 .003 3.0

The se1ected values of q are re1ated to
e1ectrocardiogram amplitude resolution, for q = 4 reso1ution is 1
mm, 0.1 mV, for q = 7 resolution is 0.5 mm and for q 13
reso1ution must be 0.25 mm, the practical higher limit for a
standard electrocardiograph with doub1e sensibility. The next
step cou1d be q = 25, out of range for standard devices. The
source of information for the tables is in [Weiner, 791.
[Diamond, 791 and [Patterson, 84).
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The above tables consider total probability for each
value of STDi it is now necessary to get probabilities by range,
so the STD obtained during stress test is allocated to a
compartment defined by a range of STD valuesi each compartment is
associated to conditional probabilities of having or not coronary
disease. It is obvious that while smaller each compartment more
information provides. The following table is directly derived
from the number 2. above.

5. Conditional probabilities by range. 9 13

p(Dg/E+) p(Dg/E-) < STD ~ mm

.070 .465 0.00 0.25

.055 .160 0.25 0.50

.091 .136 0.50 0.75

.135 .091 0.75 1.00

.134 .057 1.00 1. 25

.099 .053 1. 25 1. 50

.004 .019 1. 50 1. 75

.048 .002 1. 75 2.00

.083 .005 2.00 2.25

.050 .007 2.25 2.50

.064 .001 2.50 2.75

.081 .001 2.75 3.00

.050 .003 3.00 <lO

Similar tables can be obtained for q = 7 and q = 4.

After the stress test, the ST segment depression
obtained determines the entry point to the table in use, say q
13 conditional probabilities by range. From the table, p(Dq/E+)
and p(Dq/E-) are obtained.

A final coronary disease probability can be obtained
using Bayes' rule

p(E+) p(D/E+)
p(E+/D) = -----------------------------

p(E+) p(D/E+) + p(E-) p(D/E-)
(4 )

It is now possible to plot H vis q. The peak, ideal
value of H is one and it corresponds to p(E+) 0.5, as any
standard binary entropy. Coronary angiography performs very near
of the optimum, 50 for E+ = 0.5 H is almost one. The stress test
ST segment depression performs as follows

for q = 2, H = 0.198 bit, almost 20% of the maximum
- for .q = 13, H = 0.330 bit, thii is 33% of the maximum and 67%

more information than binary case
- for q 7, H 0.277 bit
- for q = 4, H = 0.228 bit
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PRACTICAL RESULTS

A population of.112 men, with ages between 40 and 60
years old, were analyzed, alI of them with stress test and
coronary angiography reported.

The Bayes' probability of coronary disease was
sectorized in 3 ranges

- High risk, p(E+/O) ~ 0.8

- Hedium or uncertain risk

0,2 ~ p(E+/O) < 0.8

- Low risk

p(E+/O) < 0.2

The higher uncertainty is related to atypical angina,
where p(E+) is near 0.5; in this case 12 patients with negative
binary STO, but shifted to uncertain risk under g = 13 criteria,
were reported positive in coronary angiography.

In the case of asymptomatic prevalence, 5 patients
with positive binary STO were shifted to low risk .and the
angiographic test reported negative, 50 the latter test could
have been avoided.

In the case of typical angina, under g = 13 criteria,
there is no way that p(E+/O) can go below 0.2, 50 a confusing
negative binary STO would be avoided.

In the case of non-anginal pain, a positive binary
STO always give a p(E+/O) ~ 0.2, 50 g = 13 criteria is coincident
with the standard medicaI criteria.

CONCLUSIONS

- The use of g = 7, or q = 13 criteria, associated with an a
posteriori probability of disease, presents s01id advantages
over ON/OFF 1 mm criteria, due to the fact that it is also
simp1e to use and it has a better correlation with coronary
angiography.

In atypica1 angina, a significative number of patients with
negative 1 mm diagnostic can be considered as in the uncertain
risk zone, and the angiography reported positive.

In asyntomatic cases, again a significative number of patients
with positive 1 mm diagnostic, can be shifted to 10w risk,
which was confirmed by negative angiographic test, 50, for
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these patients, the invasive angiographic test cou1d have been
avoided.

- One practica1 disadvantage resides in the fact
qua1ity electrocardiograms are needed ih order to
app1ication of q-ary criteria, specia11y when q =
doub1e sensibi1ity must be used.
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